Mathematical models of human CD4+ T-cell population kinetics.
We review how mathematical models help the interpretation of data measuring CD4+ T-cell kinetics by two recently-developed techniques. Mathematical models are developed for the average content of T-cell receptor excision circles (TRECs) and the average telomeric restriction fragment (TRF) in T-cells in the peripheral blood. Changes in the TRECs were supposed to indicate changes in thymic production. The rate at which naive and memory CD4+ T-cells erode their telomeres was supposed to reflect their respective division rates. Analysing the mathematical models, we show that rapid changes in the TRECs per naive T-cell are most likely due to changes in the division rates, and that the rates of telomere erosion fail to reflect naive and memory division rates. The model is applied to explain data showing that rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients have abnormal TRECs and telomeres.